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Abstract:
This paper explores the ways artificial intelligence (AI) may impact new venture processes, practices and outcomes. We examine how such technology will augment and replace tasks associated with idea production, selling and scaling. These changes entail new ways of working, and we consider implications for the organisational design of entrepreneurial ventures. While AI can enhance entrepreneurial activities, liabilities stem from this technological leverage. We advance a research agenda that draws attention towards negative social and economic implications of AI, particularly for more traditional small firms at risk of disintermediation in an AI economy.
Artificial Intelligence and Entrepreneurship: Implications for Venture Creation in the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Digital technologies are transforming the nature and scope of entrepreneurial activity (Nambisan, 2017; von Briel, Davidsson, & Recker, 2018). One specific feature of digitization is the capacity to automate activities that require significant human input and effort. Recent developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI) are enabling machines to process large unstructured data sets using complex, adaptive algorithms to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence (Choudhury, Starr, & Agarwal, 2018; Stone et al., 2016). This has led some to reflect on the generativity of AI (Amabile, 2019), with suggestions that the technology may not only represent a method of achieving cost and productivity benefits, but a fundamental innovation to the tools by which we innovate (Cockburn, Henderson, & Stern, 2018). Equally, these innovations have wider, potentially negative effects to which entrepreneurs must adapt. Popular concerns abound that AI threatens both low-skilled service-based work (e.g. contact centres) and professional work (e.g. medical care, legal work and financial services), with some predicting the consequences may include mass unemployment and increasing levels of inequality in the near future (Korinek & Stiglitz, 2017; Susskind & Susskind, 2015).

Such a seismic shift to socio-political, economic and technological landscapes invites closer scrutiny from entrepreneurship scholars. Specifically, while the existing focus of AI/automation literature has reflected upon the nature of more traditional forms of skilled and unskilled employment (The World Bank, 2019), there is a need to understand how novel technological affordances will affect entrepreneurs and the myriad creative, cognitive and physical processes enacted when launching a new venture (Obschonka & Audretsch, 2019; Townsend & Hunt, 2019). We contend that emerging forms of automation, together with some of the policy responses designed to countervail their socio-economic effects, have the potential
to shift some of the foundations on which existing conceptualisations and practical assumptions about entrepreneurship rest.

Despite the increasing ubiquity of both mechanical and cognitive automation, little has been written specifically on the entrepreneurship-AI intersection (e.g. Liebregts, Darnihamedani, Postma, & Atzmueller, 2019; Obschonka & Audretsch, 2019; Townsend & Hunt, 2019). Instead, theoretical understanding of AI and broader processes of automation has been driven by economists who have taken a largely macro-level perspective to explore implications for employment, income and policy (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2018; Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb, 2019a; Korinek & Stiglitz, 2017). At a firm level, progress has been led by marketing and service industry scholars, who have made strides analysing the impact new technologies are having on established organisational practices (e.g. Huang & Rust, 2018; Syam & Sharma, 2018). By far the most prolific area of research however has been practitioner-focussed, with a significant body of strategy-oriented literature reflecting the excitement associated with AI and its many potential implications for the firm (Davenport & Ronanki, 2018; Kolbjørnsrud, Amico, & Thomas, 2016; Ransbotham, Kiron, Gerbert, & Reeves, 2017).

The purpose of this article is to accelerate theoretical progress on AI, specifically within the entrepreneurship domain. We complement existing digital entrepreneurship theories (Nambisan, 2017; Nambisan, Wright, & Feldman, 2019) by developing a conceptual framework that maps the impacts of AI on new venture processes, practices and outcomes. In doing so, we recognise the diffusion of AI technology and other digital technologies will not happen in isolation, but rather as part of a broader trajectory of interlinked economic and political changes. Taking a ‘big picture’ approach, our framework synthesises entrepreneurship, economic, enterprise policy and digital technology theories (Korinek & Stiglitz, 2017; Nambisan, 2017; Obschonka & Audretsch, 2019) to envisage how future scenarios may shape different aspects of entrepreneurship, and from there, we identify potential
research avenues for understanding the effects of AI on entrepreneurship. Specifically, we ask: how will AI influence the antecedents of venture formation; how will AI affect venture-level processes such as prospecting, developing and exploiting activities; and finally, how will AI shape outcomes of entrepreneurship such as rewards?

We offer several contributions to the emerging entrepreneurship-AI intersection. First, the concept of ‘liabilities of technological leverage’ is introduced to describe a new set of risks to scaling companies stemming from the ‘unexplainable’ nature of many machine learning/AI algorithms. These liabilities have organisational consequences too, as the automation or augmentation of a significant volume of tasks and jobs will change the organisational design and decision-making systems within new ventures. Second, we examine different ways in which AI may be used by entrepreneurial actors to develop new venture ideas. We identify a valuable stream of research that might examine how competing paradigmatic approaches within machine learning (ML) can be used to address different knowledge tasks in the development of new venture ideas. Finally, we identify some ‘grand challenges’ (Wiklund, Wright, & Zahra, 2019) for entrepreneurship scholars relating to AI. Specifically, after reflecting on the rapid onset of Industry 4.0 technologies, and some of the potential negative externalities of such technological change, including growing inequality, labour displacement and algorithmic bias, we question the role of entrepreneurship scholars in propagating the ‘destructive creation’ inherent in the ‘Silicon Valley’ model of entrepreneurship (Audretsch, 2019; Pahnke & Welter, 2019) and call for a more heterodox strand of digital entrepreneurship research that asks broader societal questions about technological change.

We begin our article by first charting the evolution of artificial intelligence within the context of the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution. Key concepts relating to the underlying emerging technologies are examined and we provide an overview of notable AI applications. Next, we introduce our framework, beginning with an analysis of the implications for internal
and external antecedents of new venture creation. We then turn to the ‘new innovation playbock’ (Cockburn et al., 2018) and explore prospecting, developing and exploiting activities within the firm. Finally, we examine how AI influences the outcomes of entrepreneurship, specifically looking into rewards and potential inequalities. The article concludes by outlining a research agenda that may help to make sense of the profound and rapid changes to the entrepreneurial landscape that AI will bring about.

2. Automation, Artificial Intelligence and Industry 4.0

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR, or Industry 4.0) has gained traction as a term to describe a new paradigm of cyber-physical systems (CPS) (Maynard, 2015; Schwab, 2017). These systems are constituted by a range of emerging general-purpose technologies that are being applied across multiple industries and include artificial intelligence, blockchain, genomics and the internet of things (IoT). Industry 4.0 is distinguished from previous industrial revolutions in several ways. First, the onset of change is faster than in comparable eras of technological disruption (Schwab, 2017); it is predicted that AI will diffuse rapidly (Taddy, 2018), driven by innovations in both machine learning techniques and the AI technology stack which encompasses a new generation of ‘intelligent’ processors and quantum computers (Dunjko & Briegel, 2018). Second, labour costs are decoupling from economic outputs, meaning a unit of wealth can now typically be created with far fewer workers than in previous industrial eras, owing to low marginal costs (tending towards zero) associated with non-rival and non-excludable digital goods (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2019; Schwab, 2017). The messaging application WhatsApp is illustrative of this phenomenon, as the company had only 55 employees but over 450 million users when it sold to Facebook in 2014 for $19b.

The focus of our article is on artificial intelligence and the foundational technologies that aim to mechanise and augment cognitive tasks. Artificial intelligence is defined as “a
system’s ability to interpret external data correctly, to learn from such data, and to use those learnings to achieve specific goals and tasks through flexible adaptation” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2019: 17). The term lacks specificity though, and is used “to describe a range of advanced technologies...including machine learning, autonomous robotics and vehicles, computer vision, language processing, virtual agents, and neural networks” (Furman & Seamans, 2019: 186). An AI system can ‘ingest human-level knowledge (e.g., via machine reading and computer vision) and use this information to automate and accelerate tasks that were previously only performed by humans” (Taddy, 2018: 62). Unlike traditional computer programs which have a fixed set of pre-programmed instructions, AI systems have the capacity to learn, and can therefore improve and adapt based on experience.

There are three broad pillars to AI systems, including a domain structure, data generation and general-purpose machine learning (ML) (Taddy, 2018). The first, domain structure, refers to the expertise required to engineer tasks (i.e. an understanding of a problem and context such as the rules of the game Chess, or Go); the second, data generation, denotes the vast datasets required to train an AI system and the approach taken to generating ongoing data that feeds the learning algorithms; and finally, ML, which is the ‘engine’ of an AI system, works to detect patterns and makes predictions from the unstructured data. While most AI systems have the same overarching objectives – to learn and predict in a way that is appropriate for their environment – there is significant variability in how systems function and what tools, or combination of tools are used to endow machines with intelligence.

2.1 The Origins of AI

AI is central to current technological changes, though its origins can be traced to the Analytical Engine, developed by Ada Lovelace and Charles Babbage in the 1830s. Lovelace composed what is considered to be the first operating program to compute the Bernoulli
numbers on Babbage’s machine, and in doing so established a blueprint for contemporary AI and machine learning systems. Though Lovelace was enthusiastic about the potential of the Analytical Engine to generate insights human minds could not, she argued the machine could not produce original ideas. This was disputed by Alan Turing, the English logician who was central to the development of modern computing. In his seminal article Computing Machinery and Intelligence (Turing, 2004 [1950]), Turing addressed what he called ‘the Lady Lovelace objection’ by disputing the notion that a machine cannot be creative (Korukonda, 2003). His research was instrumental in theorising how computers could ‘automatically’ learn, and he outlined the still-influential Turing Test as a measure of machine intelligence.

Building on these foundations, the genesis of AI as an organised field of research is widely agreed to be the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence in 1956 (Ertel & Black, 2018). During the summer, mathematicians and computing scientists such as Marvin Minsky, John McCarthy and Claude Shannon convened to discuss the development of intelligent machines, leading to the development of several of the sub-fields that form the foundations of modern AI systems, and most notably, machine learning.

2.2 Contemporary AI

Following the Dartmouth meeting, the field of AI experienced periods of expansion and retrenchment (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2019) leading to sporadic developments over the ensuing decades. Since the early 2010s however, there has been a resurgence of interest in AI (Brock & Von Wangenheim, 2019). Rapid advances in statistical machine learning techniques have broadened the scope for AI applications, and commercial uses now span diverse areas such as marketing (T. Davenport, Guha, Grewal, & Bressgott, 2019), molecule discovery (Gawehn, Hiss, & Schneider, 2016), automotive manufacturing (Luckow et al., 2018) and beyond.
A subset of machine learning called deep learning has also advanced rapidly (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015). Influenced by human biology, deep learning employs the concept of deep neural networks (DNNs) to create hierarchical layers of synthetic neurons that each extract different patterns from an input (e.g. an image). To assess their closeness to reality, one layer may look for the outline of a cat’s ear, while another looks for the tip of a tail, and if it recognises this, will trigger a specific neuron on a subsequent (hidden) layer and so on until an object can be accurately classified as a cat. Deep learning uses backpropagation methods to optimise learning processes, and this has catalysed progress within the field. The implications of these new techniques are profound, as “rather than focusing on small well-characterized datasets or testing settings, it is now possible to proceed by identifying large pools of unstructured data which can be used to dynamically develop highly accurate predictions of technical and behavioral phenomena” (Cockburn et al., 2018: 14). Applications of deep learning now pervade everyday life, from computer vision used by Facebook to recognise or ‘tag’ friends, through to natural language processing being applied to Amazon’s Alexa or Apple’s Siri voice assistants.

These breakthrough advances in machine learning/neural networks are converging with increased computational power (Taddy, 2018), inexpensive sensors and increasingly economical methods of collecting and preparing training data (e.g. Amazon SageMaker) to spur a new wave of AI start-up activity. Commercial applications of AI are increasingly visible to investors, and AI-related ventures are attracting significant venture capital funding (Su, 2019). Thus, after a number of so-called AI ‘winters’, there appears to be sufficiently broad-based commercial traction with AI technology (Furman & Seamans, 2019) to ensure a more sustained period of development.
3. The Implications of AI on New Ventures Processes and Practices: A Framework

We now turn to our organising framework that examines AI as a digital external enabler of new venture ideas (von Briel et al., 2018). We begin by examining how AI impacts upon the antecedents of venture formation, then consider how the technology will shape a range of firm-level activities, before turning to the potential implications for entrepreneurial outcomes (see figure 1, below).

3.1 Antecedents

Will AI influence individual decisions to engage in entrepreneurship, and if so, how? In Vogel’s (2016) framework for understanding the antecedents of venture formation, he points to triggers and idea generation as early stages of this process. Such activities can be affected by both individual and external system-level factors (McMullen & Shepherd, 2006) and therefore AI deployed either selectively or ubiquitously has the potential to impact on both the likelihood of an individual deciding to start a venture and the type of venture that they go on to found.

3.1.1 External

While it has long been accepted that external conditions impact on the ability of entrepreneurs to start and grow new ventures (Welter, Baker, & Wirsching, 2019), recent research has introduced a more precise lens for understanding how spatial, temporal, regulatory, and technological changes enable venture ideas (Davidsson, Recker, and von Briel, 2018). Within the context of AI, scholars have identified what they believe to be significant potential changes to the external environment, including proposed new economic and social policy responses to automation such as the Universal Basic Income (UBI) which is designed to mitigate the effects of AI and automation at a household level (Pulkka, 2017); changes in
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competitive forces (Agrawal, Gans, Goldfarb, 2018; Ezrachi and Stucke, 2016); and broader shifts in how markets operate (Furman and Seamans, 2019).

The widespread introduction of UBI\(^1\) or another form of fiscal transfer to offset automation-based job losses would create an immediate social safety net for people without jobs to start new ventures (D’Mello, 2019; Levine, 2019) and would therefore reshape antecedents of venture creation relating to risk-taking and creativity (D’Mello, 2019; Eberhart, Eesley, and Eisenhardt, 2017). More utopian-leaning forecasts also suggest the economic restructuring brought about by AI could lead to a new breed of intrinsically driven entrepreneurs (D’Mello, 2019; Choi & Kang, 2019) who are not necessarily motivated by rapidly scaling ventures and then exiting.

This, however, is balanced against the possibility that AI-driven technology platforms become even more dominant to economic life (Shapiro, 2019), leading to entrepreneurial opportunities increasingly being mediated by private firms who control the parameters of trade and competition (Zhu & Liu, 2018). This growing consolidation of ‘large tech’ has already been linked to a long-term decline in business dynamism (Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2016, 2017; Shapiro, 2019). Given that these same technology companies currently lead investment in developing AI technology, hold most patents (Hartmann & Henkel, in press) and are in a strong position to maintain their market position, there is potential for a prolonged

\(^1\) UBI remains a highly contested policy measure and many consider it unlikely that it, or some variance thereof, will be adopted in the future. However, as the COVID-19 pandemic has shown, during times of acute economic distress where unemployment spikes rapidly, UBI or transfer payments have been deployed by a wide range of governments, including the USA. We also note significant interventions from the Spanish government, who have indicated that they intend to structurally reform their economy post-pandemic to make their UBI scheme permanent, and Pope Francis, who issued a communication reflecting on increasing inequality, that argued “it may be time to consider a Universal Basic Income.” While the economic impact of AI is unlikely to mirror the shock of the 2020 pandemic, it has the potential to move faster than traditional labour market and economic policy can adapt and hence there are some compelling arguments that a form of UBI will be adopted, which we contend will have significant implications for entrepreneurial activity.
period of stagnating entrepreneurial activity should antitrust legislation fail to improve allocative efficiency and productivity within the economy (Decker et al., 2017).

3.1.2 Individual

In parallel with these macrolevel factors, a number of individual-level antecedents will influence whether entrepreneurs decide to form a new venture or not. Entrepreneurial intention research has suggested that in order to understand or predict these new venture formations, it is necessary to understand the desirability and the feasibility of an opportunity (Fitzsimmons & Douglas, 2011). In terms of desirability, there is ample evidence that AI is one of the most fashionable and dynamic areas of start-up activity. As a general-purpose technology, AI-based entrepreneurial opportunities are being identified across many industries and there is significant venture capital flowing towards AI start-ups (OECD, 2018). We suggest however, that this is moderated by aspects of feasibility, particularly relating to entrepreneurial self-efficacy. This is because AI remains a highly technical domain, and there is a misalignment between what many nascent entrepreneurs think they can do with the technology and what ultimately proves possible. We further note a large skills-gap and labour shortage in the key job roles required to implement complex AI systems (Marr, 2018). Where there are skilled individuals who are capable of performing these technical roles, the high salaries paid by leading technology companies mean it is often challenging for many nascent entrepreneurs to build a team with requisite skills to successfully pursue an opportunity (Cheng, 2018).

3.1.4 Research implications

Our overview of individual and system-level new venture antecedents surface some interesting tensions that requires further exploration. First, will the global race for AI developers lead to established and well-resourced corporations capturing leading AI talent? If
so, what are the implications for AI start-ups? Will start-up and scaleup activity be stunted by this skilled labour shortage? Second, we suggest entrepreneurship scholars shift analytical focus from a firm-level towards a more macro-level of analysis to understand the unique characteristics of venture formation in an AI economy. We do so as there are multiple overlapping external enablers of AI-based new venture ideas, including other interrelated industry 4.0 technologies and evolving public sentiment towards the use of private data that will materially shape the formation of new venture ideas. Finally, we suggest that scholars reflect not only on AI-based ventures but consider some of the economic changes these new firms may induce that will affect non-AI ventures. For example, how will entrepreneurial opportunities change for non tech-focused companies that operate in a highly automated economy? And, will a UBI that is brought in because of automation lead to a flourishing of small businesses?

3.2 Prospecting and the Production of New Venture Ideas

Turning now to venture-level activities, Cockburn et al. (2018) suggest that AI is leading to a new ‘innovation playbook’ that leverages large datasets and learning algorithms to precisely predict phenomenon. It therefore logical to assume that such datasets and algorithms could be turned towards entrepreneurial opportunity identification and exploitation. The novelty of these AI systems for innovation search processes lies in the ability to see patterns or detail in data that are imperceptible to humans. In a medical science context this might involve applications that can recognise cancer at an earlier stage than human experts (Leachman & Merlino, 2017; Miller & Brown, 2018) or new technology firms such as Atomwise (Agrawal, McHale, & Oettl, 2019) who use AI to predict the outcome of chemical interactions, removing the need to manually test hundreds to thousands of compounds and in doing so reducing discovery and optimisation processes that take years to a matter of weeks.
This superhuman information search and prediction is also being applied to a range of commercial contexts. The real estate company Skyline\textsuperscript{2} collects millions of data points on property trends such as yield levels and default rates to predict where investors should buy. Scoop Markets\textsuperscript{3} meanwhile analyses the content of Twitter messages to predict which breaking news stories may influence exchange prices, thus enabling equity and cryptocurrency traders to act before markets move.

Reflecting the heterogeneity of new ventures in terms of their form, function and purpose, we identify three ways\textsuperscript{4} in which AI may be used by entrepreneurs to augment information search and idea production. First, we recognise there will be a subset of science and technology-focussed start-ups that will use AI to search for technical solutions across complex combinatorial problem spaces (Agrawal, McHale, et al., 2019). As LeCun et al. (2015: 436) observe “(deep learning) has turned out to be very good at discovering intricate structure in high-dimensional data and is therefore applicable to many domains of science, business, and government.” Such an approach has parallels with positivist conceptualisations of entrepreneurial opportunities (Shane, 2000; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000) where there is typically an objective ‘thing’ (e.g. a material, molecule or gene sequence) that is \textit{a priori} theoretically possible but requires vast experimentation to discover. AI offers the potential to address such experimentation through its computational power at a relatively low cost.

The second approach entails a more bottom-up method that utilises social sentiment analysis (Gaspar, Pedro, Panagiotopoulos, & Seibt, 2016) and natural language processing to analyse social media and other online content to identify customer needs. For example, entrepreneurs may be able to scan online customer forums for a product or service category

\textsuperscript{2} https://www.skyline.ai
\textsuperscript{3} https://www.scoopmarkets.com
\textsuperscript{4} This is not an exhaustive list and we expect there will be many more application as the technology diffuses more broadly.
they hope to disrupt to identify an untapped need; or they may look at broader enabling trends (Davidsson, Recker, & von Briel, 2018) on social media, seeking counterintuitive or emerging insights that provide advantageous information asymmetries. While this can be done manually or intuitively, AI-augmented approaches have the scope to identify needs (or market failures) at significant scale and can connect disparate pieces of knowledge to offer new insights that can drive business development (Microsoft, 2018).

Finally, we see potential for entrepreneurial firms to test assumptions with a high level of confidence using AI systems, perhaps utilising their existing data assets to predict how customers react to a feature or pricing change. Current practitioner methods such as Lean Startup and Business Model Canvas emphasise customer engagement as a means of sourcing ideas and validating assumptions; however, such methods - while obviously useful - are prone to various biases (e.g. recall bias or social acceptability bias) and limited generalisability. The integration of ‘one-click machine learning’ research tools (such as Massive Analytics Oscar platform or Oneclick.ai) into such processes may reduce search costs and the failures associated with time-consuming product/service iterations.

3.2.1 Research Opportunities

It is far from obvious how research and development activities within new ventures will be transformed by AI technology. We see value in extending foundational work by Townsend and Hunt (2019) who contrast notions of uncertainty and action within various opportunity theories (e.g. effectuation, discovery) to conceptualise how AI-augmented search activities shape entrepreneurial processes. Specifically, we propose Davidsson, Recker and von Briel’s (2018) external enablers framework as a valuable additional approach to consider, particularly as it attempts to sidestep the more intractable philosophical debates around entrepreneurial

---

5 One-click refers to AI/ML systems that do not require users to have coding experience to operate.
opportunities by focussing on the venture-level effects of (technological) enabling mechanisms. Finally, we suggest future research that examines information search and idea production within new ventures unpacks the competing paradigms within machine learning theory. For example, Domingos (2015) identifies symbolist, connectionist, evolutionary, Bayesian and analogist traditions that each adopt distinct algorithmic approaches to prediction tasks. We suggest a deeper understanding of these approaches, which each prioritise different qualities such as inverse deduction or probabilistic inference, could be used to theorise new venture ideation and clarify which approach should be employed to address specific knowledge problems within entrepreneurial firms.

3.3 Developing: Organisational Design

A central pillar of emerging digital entrepreneurship theory is that spatial and temporal boundaries of entrepreneurial activities are becoming increasingly porous and fluid (Nambisan, 2017). This has implications for how entrepreneurs structure and operate their ventures, as they must adapt their operations to benefit from the affordances of establishing technologies such as open source (Lerner & Tirole, 2002), peer-to-peer platforms (P2P) (Helfat & Raubitschek, 2018) and more recent advances such as cryptocurrency and Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) (Fisch, 2018). As with previous eras of technological progress, scholars have queried the applicability of mainstream organisational theories as their foundational assumptions become unmoored from the daily reality of firms and their activities (Hoffman, 2004). Hence, when new practices are enabled by digital technologies it is necessary to interrogate what they mean for understanding of ‘universal organising problems’ (Puranam, Alexy, & Reitzig, 2014). Within entrepreneurship theory, there has been a turn towards such issues of organisational design, with Burton, Colombo, Rossi-Lamastra, and Wasserman (2019) establishing a framework to capture the dimensions across which entrepreneurial firms are arranged, including organizational structure and decision systems.
3.3.1 Organisational Structure

Thus far, AI has only had a moderate impact on how ventures structure (Brock & Von Wangenheim, 2019). Surveys of business executives confirm that AI has typically been used for discrete local problems (Fountaine, McCarthy, and Saleh, 2019), or in an experimental manner and has not yet been widely used ‘at scale’ in organisations (Ransbotham, Gerbert, Reeves, Kiron, & Spira, 2018). Of the limited empirical research that has examined the impact of AI on organisational structure, Davenport and Ronanki (2018) suggests an emerging division of labour in some firms for routine tasks to be automated (e.g. in the case of a financial adviser, tax loss harvesting, or tax-efficient investment selection) with higher-value, customer-facing tasks performed by humans. This overlaps with Huang and Rust’s (2018) theorisation of the four types of intelligence required for service tasks (mechanical, analytical, intuitive and emotional) which predicts the distribution of tasks across a company will evolve as technology improves. They argue AI will be used first to augment tasks by applying mechanical and analytical intelligence, before progressing to intuitive and emotional forms of intelligence that will enable the replacement of full job categories. Raisch and Krakowski (in press) however, argue that the trade-offs between automation and augmentation are not straightforward and that the contradictions and interdependencies that exist between the two approaches must be explored in order to gain the most productive outcome for a venture.

While AI may destroy jobs, new roles will be created too (Daugherty, Wilson, & Michelman, 2019). Wilson, Daugherty, and Bianzino (2017) anticipate three new employee categories that will be required as firms adjust to the wide diffusion of AI. They include trainers, who improve algorithms by adding nuance to decision making and interpretation; explainers who bridge the technical gap between AI systems and business managers; and finally, sustainers who will manage ethics and the ongoing management of the system. Economists also claim automation will bring productivity effects that lead to “new tasks,
functions and activities in which labor has a comparative advantage relative to machines” (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2018: 2). In terms of how this might affect organisational structure Aghion, Jones, and Jones (2017) suggest:

“..we should expect more A.I.-intensive firms to: (i) employ a higher fraction of (more highly paid) high-skill workers; (ii) outsource an increasing fraction of low-occupation tasks; (iii) give a higher premium to those low-occupation workers they keep within the firm (unless we take the extreme view that all the functions to be performed by low-occupation workers could be performed by robots).

In sum, while some job categories will contract or disappear, the structure of many entrepreneurial organisations will necessarily reform around the AI system and new tasks and job roles will service this new engine of the firm, leading to higher paid jobs that are increasingly outsourced to skilled self-employed agents (Aghion et al., 2017). As Davenport and Ronanki (2018) observe, the full benefits of the technology will not be realised by inserting AI into existing processes as many firms are currently doing during their experimentation with the technology (Brock & Von Wangenheim, 2019); therefore, we may anticipate new forms of organisational structure will be created as AI is deployed at scale, or when new companies form specifically around the technology and AI becomes a focal rather than complementary enabler of new venture ideas.

3.3.2 Decision Systems

One of the fundamental uses of AI is to aid decision making processes (Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb, 2018). Entrepreneurial firms’ use of ‘big data’ to evaluate strategic options, is now so common as to be unremarkable. However, AI-driven decision making can be considered
distinct from current widely-used data-driven approaches. The latter involves applications that summarise complex data to form an input for some form of human judgement whereas AI can make automated decisions and suggested actions based on all available data, removing biases inherent to judgement, and the need to aggregate data to make it comprehensible to humans (Colson, 2019). Agrawal, Gans, and Goldfarb (2017) argue, accordingly, that while the cost of this prediction will fall, human judgement as the other input to decision making will become more valuable.

Scholars have been particularly attentive to ways in which AI-enabled decision-making is being integrated into firm structures (Raisch & Krakowski, in press). Shrestha et al. (2019) propose a typology of configurations that can be implemented, ranging from full human-AI delegation (typically used for automated fraud detection or advertising recommendations) to hybrid AI-human or human-AI sequential decision making (used for hiring or health monitoring for example), and finally, aggregated human-AI decision making (e.g. using AI as an independent counterbalance to other board member decisions). Of specific interest to entrepreneurial firms is the AI-human sequential decision-making model that can be used to optimise open innovation strategies that are being used to source and select innovation ideas. Such an approach is beneficial as the “cost of problem-solving shifts from generating solutions to evaluating and selecting solutions” (Shrestha et al., 2019: 74).

3.3.3 Research Opportunities

What is known of the effects of AI on organisational design is largely confined to large resource-rich corporations (Davenport & Ronanki, 2018). In this context, there is recognition that adapting to AI involves more than simply automating existing processes, and instead requires developing whole new ways of working - something larger organisations traditionally find challenging. Notionally this creates an opportunity for more nimble entrepreneurial
ventures who can design a challenger business model to take full advantage of an enabling technology, without being encumbered by existing processes and capabilities. This therefore will have implications for existing conceptualisations of new ventures and corporate entrepreneurship and will require novel empirical insights at a firm-level to understand these new dynamics.

We identify a number of further research opportunities relating to the organisational design of firms in the AI era. First, we suggest that scholars extend recent work (Nambisan, 2017) which posits that digital technologies are leading to a distribution of agency across the firm. Nambisan (2017) includes many non-firm actors within this less predefined notion of entrepreneurial agency but stops short of including AI systems as agentic actors. We echo Agrawal, Gans, and Goldfarb (2019b: 5) who suggest that “if a decision is determined exclusively by a machine’s prediction, then that authority may be abrogated.” Thus, if machines have truly delegated agency within a new venture, and the decision parameters can change based on experience, how does this affect overall decisions relating to new venture ideas? Does superhuman analytical ability necessarily lead to superior real-world outcomes, for example?

Second, we recognise that the industry architecture of the technology sector, and the narrowly concentrated distribution of AI assets may profoundly impact upon the structure and form of new ventures. Montes and Goertzel (2019) and Hartmann & Henkel (in press) draw attention to the dominance of an ‘oligopoly’ of tech firms who control most AI resources (i.e. data, hardware, IP and algorithms) and thus shape the trajectory and focus of technological development. The consequence of this is often fragmentation and decreased interoperability as knowledge resides in ‘skyscraper’ high silos (Montes & Goertzel, 2019). Smaller firms, in their current organisational form, are habitually prevented from contributing to the development of
AI as they do not have access to the larger firms’ resources\(^6\) and often either license from or partner with a dominant firm\(^7\). We suggest the literature on digital platform ecosystems is a valuable foundation for understanding how new ventures are structurally enabled and constrained within the ambit of a powerful platform owner (e.g. Zhu & Liu, 2018).

### 3.4 Exploiting: Selling and Scaling

For our final firm-level activity we consider how tasks associated with exploiting new venture ideas may be impacted by AI. Opportunity exploitation is multidimensional construct within the entrepreneurship literature and is taken by some to constitute mobilizing resources and building capabilities (Sarason, Dean, & Dillard, 2006) while others focus on market selection (Hsieh, Nickerson, & Zenger, 2007) or market exchange (Dimov, 2011). For our framework, we have focussed on two AI-relevant exploiting activities: selling and scaling the venture.

#### 3.4.1 Selling

Selling has been underexplored by entrepreneurship scholars, despite the fundamental importance of the activity to the sustainability and growth of new ventures (Gimmon & Levie, 2020; Matthews, Chalmers, & Fraser, 2018). It is an area that entrepreneurs promoting innovative market offerings identify as a challenge (Renko, 2013) and is one of the main skills deficits that restrict venture growth (Fogel, Hoffmeister, Rocco, & Strunk, 2012). In short, many entrepreneurial ventures fail or underperform, not because of weak product-market fit,

---

\(^6\) AI is a particularly resource-intensive activity owing to the specialised computing hardware and vast training data requirements.

\(^7\) Meredith Whittaker and other influential activists draw attention to concerning concentrations of power within the AI and technology sectors (e.g. https://www.irishtimes.com/business/technology/short-window-to-stop-ai-taking-control-of-society-warns-ex-google-employee-1.4104535)
but because they have insufficient sales capabilities to capitalize on the venture idea. Several issues permeate the sales function in entrepreneurial organizations, including high turnover and ‘burnout’ owing to the emotional labour associated with routine sales work (Bande, Fernández-Ferrín, Varela, & Jaramillo, 2015). It is often repetitive and challenging work and therefore salespeople can command relatively high salaries, eating into venture funding and impacting significantly on burn rates.

Given these managerial challenges, AI-enabled automation of selling activities is considered a promising area of development for entrepreneurial firms. We identify an automation continuum amongst AI start-ups seeking to improve the selling function. This ranges from those who seek to provide tools that augment existing sales processes to free up time for higher-value customer-facing tasks (e.g. Incomaker, exceed.ai), to firms that provide tools to replace human salespeople entirely (e.g. Drift.ai). In the former case, a number of firms are using ML approaches to assist human salespeople, primarily by identifying warm leads, qualifying them and then funnelling them to the correct salesperson at the moment they are primed to buy goods or services. The alternative group of ventures meanwhile, go further by fully capitalising on rapid advances in natural language processing and DNNs to replace human salespeople with ‘bots.’ For example, in the fintech/proptech sector, start-ups such as Habito have developed a robo-advisor that is capable of soliciting the intricate information required to identify, match and qualify a range of mortgage products to customers. Other organisations such as Drift use conversational AI techniques to analyse top-performing human salespeople so they can train ML systems to replicate their performance on a larger scale within an organization. As Power (2017) observes, these emerging conversational AI systems comfortably pass the Turing test, meaning that customers who interact with them are largely unaware they are dealing with a machine.
Scholars draw attention to apparently irreducible and contextualised features of human interaction and intelligence that cannot be so easily mechanised (Huang, Rust, & Maksimovic, 2019). Other factors such as physical appearance (e.g. attractiveness), gender and charisma are also shown to influence decision making in a selling context (Bates, 2002; Chaker, Walker, Nowlin, & Anaza, 2019; Weierter, 2001). More importantly, a competent salesperson can usually interpret body language, gesture or a conversational pause as important features of mutually constituted meaning-making, underlining that social actions are context-bound and can be decoupled from the ostensive meaning of texts and discourses (Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2013). Yet surprisingly, despite these obstacles, developments in social signal processing and computer vision have demonstrated the remarkable ability of AI-enabled systems to interpret behavioural cues more effectively than humans (Liebregts et al., 2019), suggesting that AI could have potential use in an entrepreneurial selling context.

This capability holds significant promise for new venture employees. For example, they might use the technology to evaluate customer reactions to products features or prices, allowing them to adjust their value proposition in real-time to heterogenous customer segments8. A corollary of AI usage in such encounters is that adoption of the technology will likely be bi-directional, meaning entrepreneurs will need to adapt to AI-assisted consumers who can interpret their own ‘desperation’ for a sale. Given that early stage entrepreneurs must already grapple with various liabilities of newness (Singh, Tucker, & House, 1986) this technology could be an additional barrier to the overall sustainability of some new ventures. While this so-called ‘affect recognition’ has many obvious applications for entrepreneurs, critics believe the scope for the technology to be abused is significant and that the consent threshold for participating in such software should be high (Whittaker et al., 2018). It is likely, therefore,

---

8 A software service offered by firms such as Cogito (https://www.cogitocorp.com)
that there will be some form of restriction relating to the deployment of such technologies for entrepreneurial firms in the future.

3.4.2 Research implications

As the volume of sales transactions conducted through AI-enabled systems increases, several research opportunities emerge. First, we suggest that entrepreneurship scholars examine the consequences for new ventures of losing human interaction with customers. Antecedent research has suggested that customer interaction can be an important (often unpredictable) source of market information for product and service ideation processes (Matthews et al., 2018), and this sticky knowledge is often transferred tacitly by an experienced salesperson back into the organization (Cron, Baldauf, Leigh, & Grossenbacher, 2014). Will AI systems, which offer the capacity to systematically analyse patterns of interaction across all sales exchanges, provide more utility and less cognitive bias than the intuitive and empathetic understanding of a human salesperson? Second, we identify a need to explore demand-side acceptance of such technology. For example, Luo, Tong, Fang, and Qu (2019) emphasise the significant customer disengagement with chat-bots when (or if) they discover they are conversing with a robot. While customers may be relatively forgiving of large corporate organisations (such as a utility company) using sales chat-bots, would it feel inauthentic (Peterson, 2005) for customers of start-ups who believe they are making a genuine connection with the company? Third, given the limited empirical understanding of AI-enabled selling, we can see value in developing a typology of AI-new venture selling activities, denoting: the scope of automation (e.g. entirely automated or automated support for human advisor); the complexity of the sale (transactional or relational); financial value of the sale; the nature of emotional involvement; and the relationship between information generated through sales interactions and updated/novel value propositions. Each of these three areas are potentially
fruitful for entrepreneurship scholars to consider given the implications of AI on the process of entrepreneurship in these settings.

3.4.3 Scaling

The primary goal of most entrepreneurial ventures is to develop a business model that demonstrates market traction before then scaling-up operations to harvest the opportunity. This activity presents a significant challenge for many firms as they must rapidly iterate the organisational design across multiple dimensions to build a structure that enables them to effectively serve the market (O’Reilly & Binns, 2019). As antecedent research shows, firms often come unstuck during this phase of the new venture process owing to factors relating to liability of newness and constrained access to social and financial resources (DeSantola & Gulati, 2017). The previous example of an AI-enabled salesbot, that can ‘clone’ an organization’s best salesperson offers a powerful illustration of the emerging relationship between AI and venture growth. Specifically, it demonstrates how costs of scaling can be significantly reduced (to zero marginal cost) as they become decoupled from human labour. Furthermore, a productivity gain can be realised through expanding the number of ‘bots’ interacting with customers as increased volumes of data improve the performance of deep learning algorithms (Esteva et al., 2019).

Looking across the broader family of Industry 4.0 technologies, it is possible to anticipate a new paradigm in scaling, where organisations can grow rapidly without encountering many of the constraints or challenges new ventures traditionally face. For example, a future Industry 4.0-native organisation might use an AI-blockchain hybrid platform to manage financial accounting, legal work, and compliance requirements (e.g. Susskind & Susskind, 2015). It may use smart manufacturing to produce any physical products and then deploy automated logistics to deliver them (Kusiak, 2018); customer service can be conducted
almost entirely by the aforementioned conversational AI-bots (Microsoft, 2018); new employees (of which there will be fewer) can be recruited through systems that screen prospects’ body language in interviews and word choice to assess against desirable traits (The Guardian, 2019). Finally, sales, marketing and pricing tasks can be automated (or at least partially automated) and dynamic (Microsoft, 2018), meaning there are no commission fees to pay and the cost of customer acquisition stays low (or, rather costs may be transferred to paying for data collection, maintenance and analysis). Such an outcome is not far-fetched; each of these technologies is in use today and market-leading firms such as Unilever (recruitment), Amazon (logistics) and Tesla (manufacturing and logistics) are increasingly finding methods of integrating them in pursuit of competitive advantage.

3.4.4 Research Implications

When considering the scale and scope of these converging innovations across various functional aspects of the entrepreneurial venture, the rapidly evolving nature of practice suggests the need for a new frontier of scaling and growth theory whose horizon goes beyond team and financing issues. For example, we suggest there is a need to understand ‘liabilities of technological leverage’ by considering the implications of a very small number of employees controlling a potentially very large (in customer numbers) AI-enabled company. In many regards, new Industry 4.0 ventures invert the traditional problems associated with scaling, meaning that founders can afford to spend less time on softer, often messy issues such as germinating a productive organisational culture (Schein, 1983) across rapidly expanding business functions. Instead, there are increasing risks associated with having a small number of key staff who are critical failure points for core business functions (e.g. managing the software or technology stack, writing and adapting algorithms, managing the performance of customer service bots, checking on unintended consequences of the technology), and the wide
span of control associated with a flatter organisation potentially burdens high-occupation employees (e.g. founders) with time-consuming, low value problems if not managed properly.

A further danger for rapidly scaling companies can be found in the lack of transparency over how some deep learning systems arrive at their outputs (Castelvecchi, 2016). This is a widespread concern across the AI community and is leading to calls for ‘explainable AI’ tools that allow human experts to better understand AI decisions (Samek, Wiegand, & Müller, 2017). We argue that high-growth companies who do not understand the nested and non-linear ‘black box’ models underpinning key business decisions and activities, increase the risk of the venture spectacularly imploding⁹, or at the very least burdening founders with legal challenges stemming from unintended real-world intransigencies. Thus, we suggest future scaling research should focus on potentially negative consequences of new technological affordances such as AI, specifically by analysing the implications of what we consider surprisingly hands-off governance approaches that operate largely on ‘blind trust’ (Obschonka & Audretsch, 2019) that an algorithm is functioning appropriately.

Finally, turning to issues of growth strategy, O’Reilly and Binns (2019) outline a typology of options that a scaling venture might pursue to grow, including: acquiring, building, partnering and leveraging. Given that data is the fuel of AI, and that new ventures typically do not have access to enough data to operationalise deep learning networks from scratch, this has implications for the scaling approach pursued. Future research exploring companies that decide to ‘build’ would offer a valuable insight into how companies can thrive outside of the orbit of the large technology companies that dominate the sector (and make a significant number of acquisitions of AI start-ups).

⁹ See for example the firm Solid Gold Bomb, who ended up going out of business after their algorithm produced offensive t-shirt slogans that apparently advocated sexual violence (https://money.cnn.com/2013/03/05/smallbusiness/keep-calm-and-carry-on/index.html)
3.5 Entrepreneurial Outcomes

With the foregoing discussion on entrepreneurial intentions, prospecting, organizational design, selling, and scaling, it is important to consider what potential outcomes in terms of how entrepreneurial rewards may be derived from AI-enabled entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurial rewards have been analysed by a number of scholars who have identified different constituent parts of rewards including financial rewards (Cagettin and De Nardi, 2006), non-pecuniary benefits (Blanchflower, 2004), satisfaction (Binder and Coad, 2016), earnings (Astebro and Chen, 2014), and wellbeing (Wiklund et al, 2019). Compensating differentials such as autonomy, independence, and flexibility have also been stressed as benefits of being one’s own boss but are often overly simplistic in their explanation of the reasons for pursuing entrepreneurship (Carter, 2011). Consistent within such characterisations is seeking to understand the outcomes that entrepreneurs achieve in their efforts, which can unveil motivations and behaviours across the wider entrepreneurial process. The nature and role of such differentials may change when AI-enabled entrepreneurship starts to become more commonplace.

We still do not have a full understanding of the financial returns to entrepreneurship, nor is there a settled agreement on how wellbeing manifests as a result of entrepreneurial behaviour. Where there is a degree of agreement, is that socio-economic factors play into entrepreneurial rewards (Carter, 2011; Wiklund et al, 2019). Thus, if AI becomes widely adopted, the socio-economic landscape may be significantly disrupted with consequent effects for entrepreneurial earnings. For example, the aforementioned introduction of UBI (or some other form of regular transfer) as a policy response to increasing automation, may remove some of the risk inherent in entrepreneurship, which in turn will affect how we characterise certain entrepreneurial rewards such as wellbeing or financial returns. Alternatively, the deployment
of ML such as in the example of the t-shirt business Solid Gold Bomb could create significant financial rewards for entrepreneurs that are short-term in nature but potentially life changing in their effect, in exchange for very little effort. Scaling a business using AI-enabled technologies may result in highly technologically literate entrepreneurs gaining much higher financial returns with much less effort than more traditional forms of entrepreneurship - witness the financial returns to the founder of WhatsApp as discussed earlier.

3.5.1 Research Implications

If businesses are created that are run to a large extent with AI, how do we construct an understanding of entrepreneurial rewards? Where and to whom do the rewards go? In one respect the answers will remain the same as they are now – those who come up with the idea, fund it, and/or prosecute it; at least in the case of solo entrepreneurs or small team-based businesses. In these cases, the existing conceptualisations may prove sufficient and AI will be viewed in the same way as other enabling technologies. In the short term however, value is likely to be captured by and the rewards are almost certainly likely to be concentrated in very few hands within large corporates who are investing heavily in AI and have the commensurate expertise (Whittaker et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2019) – meaning our existing understanding of corporate venturing and entrepreneurship will be tested by new developments with the increasing deployment of AI in these areas.

Such potentially vast gains for a small number of entrepreneurs requires a complementary research focus on inequality and exploitative practices at an individual, firm and system level to understand how AI-based wealth is created. For example, there is already evidence that firms use cheap labour in the developing world for content moderation and training data creation for such activities (Whittaker et al., 2018). Uber meanwhile argue that they are providing entrepreneurial opportunities for drivers by providing algorithmically
determined transport routes; it has been found instead to be directing drivers on certain routes to collect road data, and its upfront pricing model is intended solely to increase profits for the company at the expense of the drivers (Rosenblat, 2019). It is clear from these examples that those undertaking the tasks supporting and supported by AI-related technologies are not reaping the rewards in the same way or to the same extent as shareholders or those constructing the technology. This is a story as old as capitalism itself, but the current capital and technological structures in place for the deployment of AI and related technologies is such that entrepreneurial effort is often undertaken downstream, and rewards diverted back to those who control the capital in ever more increasing ways, contributing to the widening wealth gap in Western developed countries (Piketty, 2015).

As entrepreneurship scholars we are obligated to understand the how and the why of this in our research. Should AI and related technologies become more democratised in their development and accessibility, then it is entirely conceivable that the rewards will go to those with the most advanced understanding of how to construct the technologies and use them accordingly. While they remain controlled by large corporates in terms of capabilities and infrastructural ownership, and where there is rarely any accountability or transparency relating to the AI full stack supply chain (Whittaker et al., 2018), questions of who benefits from entrepreneurial efforts will remain an issue.

**4.0 Concluding Thoughts and Future Research Opportunities**

There is broad acceptance that artificial intelligence exhibits the characteristics of a transformational general-purpose technology (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Cockburn et al., 2018). In our framework, we demonstrate that AI, alongside other inter-related Industry 4.0 technologies such as machine learning, blockchain, and quantum computing have profound implications for how entrepreneurs develop, design and scale their organisations. The
technology will influence whether individuals decide to set up in the first place and may define their quality of life if they choose to do so. Entrepreneurship researchers themselves will even be able to use the technology to develop new theoretical insights on social and economic phenomena (e.g. Lévesque, Obschonka, & Nambisan, in press; Tidhar & Eisenhardt, 2020). Such is the all-encompassing and exponential nature of AI therefore, that it is important for scholars to establish a program of research that not only reacts analytically to such advances, but also seeks to proactively shape them.

4.1 Advancing A Critical Perspective to AI-entrepreneurship Scholarship

Our primary concern with the developmental trajectory of AI, is that developers are locked into an arms race, catalysed by geo-political drivers relating to defence, security and trade between the world’s super blocs. As a result, the consequences of AI technology for entrepreneurs are not being fully considered, and policymakers appear unable (or perhaps unwilling) to address predicted negative externalities that will affect small firms such as labour displacement, income distribution, or anti-competitive technology oligopolies (Montes & Goertzel, 2019). In the EU and America for example, policy reports and strategies diagnose some of the problems, but offer only tepid solutions in response (e.g. The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, 2018). None appear to be proposing the more substantial recommendations by Korinek and Stiglitz (2017) of non-distortionary taxation to redistribute innovators surpluses, nor do they propose shortening the length of patents in order to enable the benefits of innovation to be more widely shared.

10 China and the USA are competing aggressively for supremacy, while blocs such as the EU are falling behind in terms of AI-readiness (https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/artificial-intelligence/tackling-europes-gap-in-digital-and-ai). Visiting Professor Ian Hogarth at the Institute for Public Value at University College London produced an insightful blog into AI nationalism detailing some of these issues (https://www.ianhogarth.com/blog/2018/6/13/ai-nationalism).
The approach we take is informed by the effects of AI on ‘other’ types of entrepreneurship. That is, we consider the more quotidian small businesses that are spread across the length and breadth of most countries, far away from tech hubs, universities and venture capital funders (Audretsch, 2019; Pahnke & Welter, 2019). AI has the potential to further deplete the economy in these areas; where the first wave of mechanical automation disrupted manufacturing, the second wave of digital innovation destroyed retail and AI looks set to threaten broad swathes of the public and service sectors.

A cursory reading of Janesville: An American Story, Amy Goldstein’s (2017) telling of the closure of a General Motors plant in a small Wisconsin town should give pause for thought when considering the ripple effects of rapid industrial change, particularly in economically marginalised areas where human capital is often insufficient to adapt quickly to new technologies. As scholars, we should therefore be wary of lionising a form of ‘destructive creation’ (Mazzucato, 2013) in which innovation rewards the “few at the expense of the many” (Soete, 2013: 135) and instead work towards providing evidence and insight that will help steer policymakers towards ensuring the benefits of AI technology are co-opted more equitably by a wide range of economic actors. We highlight research groups such as the AI Now Institute (Crawford et al., 2019) as key bulwarks against growing threats to civil liberties, economic inequality and labour market displacement that will negatively impact entrepreneurs in the future, and suggest entrepreneurship scholars contribute more directly to this stream of work.

4.2 AI and the New Ethics of Entrepreneurship

It is not only policymakers who must ruminate on the potentially harmful consequences of AI. Entrepreneurs themselves will be forced to reflect on the costs they may be externalising on society through their new AI-driven ventures. Some of these issues have been vividly illustrated by Maya MacGuineas (2020: para. 5) and others (Odell, 2019) who have examined
how technology firms use “turbocharged self-improving algorithms” shaped by insights from behavioural psychology to create a dependency, or addiction, to their products in order to compete in the ‘attention economy.’ Firms now have such a powerful understanding of individual consumers, accelerated by ‘data network effects’ (Gregory, Henfridsson, Kaganer, & Kyriakou, in press), that they can use AI to manipulate behaviour in a manner that raises significant questions around the power balance that exists between consumers and firms. As Morozov (2019: 1) surmises, tech companies have shifted from “predicting behavior to engineering it” and this requires a contemporary ethical framework that acknowledges the powerful capabilities of new AI technologies and their potential for misuse.

Tangential to this are issues of privacy. Zuboff (2019) for example, describes an insidious form of surveillance capitalism that has emerged as firms have used AI and other technologies to exploit the ever-growing pool of data that we each produce every day. This has led to significant rewards for founders and venture capitalists who have successfully extracted value from data resources but has equally led to many corporate scandals involving the systemic abuse of personal information (Isaak & Hanna, 2018), partly owing to weak or inadequate regulation. Given the already-proven capacity for AI to be deployed as a means of oppression and social control (Whittaker et al., 2018), entrepreneurs who are developing and applying this technology face some profound ethical challenges; in sum, just because AI can do something does not necessarily mean an entrepreneur should, and we suggest this emerging tension is a vital area for entrepreneurship scholars to explore in the coming years.

4.3 Harnessing the Positives and Leveraging the Domain Expertise of Entrepreneurship Scholars

We do not intend to be overly pessimistic in our analysis. There is much to be excited about on the potential of AI; productive advances in disease diagnosis, reduced food wastage
through supply chain optimisation, computational drug discovery for treatment, and self-driving autonomous electric vehicles all offer significant improvements to quality of life across societies. We look forward to low-value unrewarding work being automated, and to the scenario Harvard labor economist Lawrence Katz describes where “information technology and robots will eliminate traditional jobs and make possible a new artisanal economy” (Thompson, 2015: para. 40). Should we get to this point, we will finally be stepping closer towards the increased leisure time Keynes (2010 [1930]) predicted would result from technological productivity gains. Our final suggestion, therefore, is that entrepreneurship scholars contribute to the development of productive AI by applying their domain expertise to emerging AI systems that will augment entrepreneurial processes and support the development of valuable and socially beneficial new ideas.

As Taddy (2018) notes, AI systems perform best in situations where there are high amounts of explicit structure. Therefore, entrepreneurship scholars are well placed to map and clarify the domain structure of entrepreneurship, to understand the myriad tasks undertaken within new ventures to develop and launch new venture ideas: “…advances will be made by those who can impose structure on these complex business problems. That is, for business AI to succeed we need to combine the (machine learning) and Big Data with people who know the rules of the ‘game’ in their business domain” (Taddy, 2018: 85). We suggest therefore, that scholars draw on existing insights from entrepreneurship research, from topics as broad-ranging as emotions (Cardon, Foo, Shepherd, & Wiklund, 2012), to institutions (Garud, Hardy, & Maguire, 2007) and context (Welter, 2011), and combine these insights with new research that explicitly analyses entrepreneurial ‘tasks’ to support the engineering of useful new AI tools. We believe this can create a new pathway to societal impact for entrepreneurship researchers, addressing recent calls to enhance relevance within the field (Wiklund et al., 2019).
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